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What is a Takeover? 

A social media takeover literally means enlisting someone outside of your 

organisation to take control of your social media account(s) for a period of 

time. Often the chosen individual is an ‘influencer’ chosen for their large online 

following in order to promote your brand to their audience.  

However, a guest host doesn’t have to be a celebrity influencer or expert but 

simply someone with a unique perspective to share. They might be a 

community or brand ambassador, passionate activist, staff advocate, or any 

individual who can offer unique insight into a certain issue or showcase the 

value of your company.  

Takeovers are often aligned with a particular occasion – for example, to 

advertise that your company is hosting a large event, beginning a new project, 

releasing a product or to mark an awareness event. 

Throughout 2020, CMP organised a series of 

monthly takeovers for our Rural Diversity 

Network. An individual or company took over our 

Twitter account for one hour of an evening to ask 

4 questions and stimulate an interesting 

conversation related to rural diversity and 

museums. Guest hosts included Age UK, Hi9, 

Queer Kernow, Pool School Gallery, Conscious 

Creatives and more. Topics included LGBT+ 

communities, the Black Lives Matter movement, 

rural isolation, immersive technology and 

sustainability. 

You can view the Twitter moment for our LGBT+ History Month takeover with 

Sophie Meyer from Queer Kernow in February 2021 to see what this Q&A 

format looks like. 

 

Methods 

There are three approaches to conducting a takeover, each varying by the 

level of control the company wishes to grant the guest host: full control and 

account details, semi-control with content vetted in advance or no direct 

control. 

https://twitter.com/i/events/1364117060784168962?s=20
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First, the company may choose to give the host complete control of the 

takeover process by providing their account log-in details and allowing them 

to post whatever they like, whenever they like and however they like during 

the pre-determined time period.  

Alternatively, the company and guest host can 

pre-arrange and vet what will be posted, when 

and how in advance so that both parties know 

what to expect. This may simply be a matter of 

agreeing on the questions for a Q&A, 

determining the different topics/themes to be 

covered or fully vetting the pre-drafted posts. 

The final method for those concerned about account security or who do not 

wish to give their host full control, is to request that all the content be created 

by the host in advance for the company to review. Then to execute the 

takeover, rather than giving the guest host the account details, the company 

posts the pre-agreed content at the determined times on their behalf.  

My personal preference when conducting a takeover is the middle route, 

which allows both the company to feel confident in the process/content and 

grants the host full rein to be creative - facilitating a much more engaging, 

authentic and personal takeover!  

I have previously guest hosted a takeover of the third kind for my university 

and found it very impersonal and difficult to coordinate. That option is, in my 

opinion, a lot of hassle for both parties and makes it much harder for the guest 

host to directly engage with users i.e. if asking questions they cannot get 

alerts for the answers and respond immediately, nor is live video possible if the 

host is not logged in to the account.  

If opting for one of the first two methods, a solution to the issue of account 

security is to make a special password solely for the duration of the takeover 

which can be shared securely with the host, or simply to change your account 

passwords afterwards. 

 

The Purpose of a Takeover  

The benefits of a takeover are mutual to each party; primarily, increased 

online exposure and new followers for both company and guest host.  
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For the company key benefits include: 

• An opportunity to collaborate with different individuals and share your 
brand message with new audiences.  

• Invigorate the company feed with new and exciting content which 
attracts different online audiences. 

• A takeover by an individual can provide a faceless brand with a human 
figure and allows for more personal interactions online.  

• To generate conversation online about a topic relevant to your cause; to 
share different perspectives or amplify unheard voices and deserving 
issues.  

• To provide insight into the behind-the-scenes work of the organisation, 
demonstrating your value and impact in a highly personal way. 

A takeover should also be fun for the guest host and online audiences! The 

host gets to engage with new people and share their insights, while users 

enjoy the different content and personal touch of the host. 

 

Steps to Running a Takeover 

There are a number of key steps in the process of organising a takeover 

which I will address in more detail in the following sections:  

1. Choosing a Theme and Guest Host 

2. Determining Platform, Format and Content 

3. Setting a Timeframe 

4. Setting Goals and Monitoring Success 

5. Promoting the Takeover 

6. Executing the takeover 
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Choosing a Theme and Guest Host 

The first and most important step in organising any takeover is to establish 

your primary aim(s). Perhaps you wish to mark a particular occasion such as a 

new company product, project or event; to celebrate an awareness event such 

as Black History Month in October. Alternatively, your aims might be more 

general, such as to generate increased awareness about your work and reach 

new audiences. 

It can be hard to keep track of awareness 

days and months but fortunately there are 

a number of calendars available online 

which you can use to search and plan for 

upcoming events. Try the Awareness Days 

website here or download this social media 

calendar from Thoughtfully here. 

Once you have determined the purpose of 

your takeover this should guide your 

choice of a suitable guest host. 

Here are some examples: 

- If you’re a small volunteer-run museum hoping to reach out to potential 
new volunteers online, consider approaching one of your current 
volunteers to host a takeover showcasing the wonderful work they do.  

- Likewise, if you’d like to share behind the scenes insight into one of your 
current projects, you might invite an employee or participant to guest 
host a takeover showcasing their work or experience. 

- Alternatively, if a company wishes to reach a specific online community 
(e.g. the gaming community), they may invite an influencer with a 
particularly large or unique follower base of that kind to take over so 
that they can tap into that audience through a familiar face.  

- Finally, a takeover can be a great way to highlight user-generated 
content, whereby you invite a user of your products or services to take 
over your account and showcase how they interact with your company 
e.g. Sony regularly invites photographers who use their cameras to take 
over their Instagram account and share their best pictures online as a 
way to promote their product. 

https://www.awarenessdays.com/awareness-days-calendar/category/uk-awareness-day/
https://www.thoughtfully.co.uk/amazing-free-marketing-resources/marketing-calendar-of-events-2021-uk
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As you can see, the possibilities are endless - just make sure you are staying 

relevant and realistic with your selection. 

It is also important to note that your chosen 

guest host does not have to be an individual 

representing themselves. You could 

approach another organisation to take over 

your account, giving one of their staff the 

access details to conduct the takeover on 

behalf of their brand. For example, in March 

2021 a Young Curator at PK Porthcurno, 

Maeve, took over the CMP Instagram on 

behalf of their environmental initiative 

Planet PK. You can view the Instagram story highlights for this takeover here. 

Once someone has agreed to guest host it’s useful to have an initial meeting 

where you outline all the key details and expectations for the takeover 

including the theme, platform, time frame and content topics (see below). 

 

Determining Platform, Format and Content 

Now that you have determined the aims and guest host for your takeover, you 

need consider what would be the best way to broadcast it online – which is the 

best social media platform to use, what formats should you utilise and what 

topics should guide the content? These factors may be pre-determined by the 

timeframe or the occasion, the audience you wish to reach or simply the 

personal preference of the company or guest host. 

You should try to choose the social media platform that best suits your 

audience and purpose. For example, a ‘day in the life’ takeover will likely take 

the form of images and video clips so Instagram might be the best platform - 

you can post key images with detailed descriptions in the captions, share 

videos and ask questions in stories or go live on IGTV. On the other hand, if 

your aim is to foster an online discussion around a specific topic or with an 

online community, then your takeover will be primarily text-based and so 

Twitter may be the best platform.  

Here are a few ideas: 

https://www.instagram.com/stories/highlights/18162498373108591/
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- Announce your museum reopening or a new exhibition by inviting 
someone to host a virtual tour live on IGTV or Facebook  

- Celebrate Women’s History Month with a Twitter Q&A or interview 
guest hosted by an expert or advocate of women’s history 

- Broadcast your company event by inviting a colleague, guest or 
influencer to livestream (Instagram) or live tweet (Twitter) their 
experience 

- Go behind the scenes on an exciting company project by sharing a ‘day 
in the life’ of an employee or partner in a series of Instagram stories  

- Stimulate an online discussion around an important topic relevant to 
your company with a Twitter Q&A (host asks questions, users answer 
OR users pose questions, host answers) much like the weekly museum-
themed discussions on #MuseumHour  

Take full advantage of the wide variety of formats available on each platform 

during your takeover such as polls, Q&A, live video, face filters, reels etc. 

You may also wish to establish a relevant hashtag for the 

takeover. For example, CMP created #RDNetwork for our Rural 

Diversity Network Q&As. You could choose a tag as simple as 

#[CompanyName]Takeover or use a phrase relevant to the 

event/topic being promoted or discussed. 

To celebrate National Apprenticeship Week in February 

(#NAW2021) CMP invited apprentices across our partner 

museums to record a short video clip of themselves sharing 

what they love about their role and giving one piece of advice to 

anyone considering doing an apprenticeship.  

Kids in Museums also organise an annual Digital Takeover Day, encouraging 

museums across the UK to hand over the reins of their social media accounts 

to kids! This is a great opportunity for museums to connect with younger 

audiences and for young people to experience museums and their collections 

behind-the-scenes. Start planning your Kids Digital Takeover Day for Friday 25 

June 2021! 

https://twitter.com/museumhour
https://kidsinmuseums.org.uk/what-we-do/takeover-day/
https://kidsinmuseums.org.uk/what-we-do/teen-digital-takeover/
https://kidsinmuseums.org.uk/what-we-do/teen-digital-takeover/
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Setting a Timeframe 

The choice of date, timeframe and posting frequency for your takeover should 

also flow naturally from the purpose, theme or format.  

If you are celebrating a live event, then your timeframe will naturally be 

limited to the duration of that event. Alternatively, if you are showcasing a 

long-term company project then you may choose to limit your takeover to a 

single day, weekend or week. 

Usually Q&As such as those CMP organised for the Rural Diversity Network on 

Twitter tend to be one hour long.  

In the case of an awareness month, you may 

choose to do a number of different takeovers 

or simply pick one day/week/time period 

within the month that suits you. For example, 

the Hypatia Trust, an organisation which 

celebrates the achievements of women, is 

organising three consecutive week-long 

Instagram takeovers with different partner 

organisations throughout March 2021 to 

celebrate Women’s History Month.  

Your chosen timeframe in turn determines the posting frequency you should 

aim for. For example, for a Twitter Q&A hour you might aim to release 4 

questions evenly spaced every 15 minutes throughout the hour.  

Alternatively, for a ‘day in the life’ takeover on Instagram you might expect 2-3 

posts and at least 5 stories evenly spread through the day (though when it 

comes to stories you can never do too many!). For a weekend takeover this 

might increase to 4-5 posts and at least 10 stories. 

If you are live broadcasting from an event as it happens, then I personally 

would post as much as you possibly can to ensure maximum exposure! 

 

Setting Goals and Monitoring Success 

Although we have already established a general aim for the takeover by this 

stage, it may be useful to outline some more specific SMART (specific; 

https://www.instagram.com/hypatia_trust/
https://www.mindtools.com/pages/article/smart-goals.htm
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measurable; attainable; relevant; time-bound) goals by which to monitor, 

review and record the takeover’s success. 

This is especially relevant if the purpose of your takeover is to promote and 

generate profit from a product or event. In this case, you might determine 

how you will evaluate the takeover’s impact on sales and keep track of this 

data throughout the timeframe. 

On the other hand, if the aim of your takeover is simply to gain exposure and 

reach new followers then you might keep track of how many impressions, 

engagements, replies and new follows you receive as a result. 

Monitoring this data is important as you 

can learn which form or theme of 

takeover works well with your audience, 

insights which will then guide your 

strategy when planning takeovers in the 

future. You should particularly pay 

attention to which posts do better than 

others as this reveals what your target 

audience resonated with best.  

At CMP I produce a report on our social media engagement every month, so I 

can easily chart the growth which accrues as a result of takeovers. However, 

you could also produce specific reports on individual takeovers by regularly 

monitoring and recording the insights provided by social media analytics tools 

(all built-in for Twitter, Facebook and Instagram) before, during and after the 

takeover. For more information on how to conduct a social media audit, view 

our separate resource Social Media 101. 

Be transparent about your goals with your guest host so that they know what 

is expected and what the takeover seeks to achieve.  

 

Promoting the Takeover 

You can boost engagement with your takeover in advance by promoting it 

through a ‘seeding strategy’ whereby you approach all of your partners and 

any other relevant organisations asking them to share the news about your 

upcoming takeover with their networks and take part. 

https://www.cornwallmuseumspartnership.org.uk/resource-results/social-media-101/
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Both the company and the guest host should always post on their own 

platforms in the run up to the takeover so that users know to expect it and 

look forward to it. Don’t just promote the takeover on the platform where it 

will be taking place; cross-promote on other platforms or in your blog or e-

newsletters as well! 

You should also always get company employees involved by informing them 

of upcoming takeovers and asking them to share them with their own online 

networks and participate themselves (if applicable) to drive engagement. 

 

Executing the Takeover 

A few days in advance of your takeover, contact your guest host and remind 

them of all the plans you have made and details you have agreed together. In 

particular, provide them with the account details (if doing so) and remind 

them of the agreed questions/content and expectations - particularly specific 

hashtags, handles or trackable links you would like the guest host to use.  

Make sure to have a response system in place in 

case of online abuse, so that the guest host 

knows exactly who to approach and how to 

respond if it happens. CMP have recently 

produced an Online Abuse Flow Chart (I will 

share this here when it becomes available), but 

you can also view these excellent resources 

from The Space and Charities Against Hate. 

After this, there’s little for the company to do other than monitor and record 

engagement! Here are a few tips for guest hosts on executing a takeover: 

- Go beyond the bounds of the pre-established questions/content where 
relevant (if permitted) to add depth and provide more interesting 
insights that may have arisen during the discussion! 

- Don’t be afraid to be personal or share your unique opinion, just 
acknowledge that it is such and that different opinions are welcome. 

- Tag relevant individuals or companies that come up in the conversation 
to get them involved and attract their attention to the takeover – they’ll 
appreciate being mentioned! 

http://assets.thespace.org.s3.amazonaws.com/Toolkits%20%28on%20the%20webste%29/11_The%20Space%20Online%20Abuse%20Toolkit_Proof%20291020%5B1%5D%5B2%5D%5B5%5D.pdf
https://charitiesagainsthate.com/guide-to-best-practice
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- Ensure your tone and language suits the nature of the discussion and 
the company you are representing i.e. stay professional, humour may or 
may not be appropriate. 

- Encourage an open discussion that values a diversity of opinions. 

- Use the established hashtag for the takeover wherever you can. 

- Make the takeover as accessible as possible by using ALT text for all 
images and providing captions for videos. 

After the takeover comes to an end, the company should mop up any final 

comments, questions or replies and preserve the takeover as a Twitter 

moment or Instagram Story Highlight to look back on and re-share! 

 

Takeover Inspiration 

Penguin Books regularly invite artists and writers to take over their Instagram 

stories and showcase a day in their life, share what projects they’re currently 

working on and answer questions. View the story highlights for their takeover 

with Bernardine Evaristo, author of ‘Girl, Woman, Other’ here; in this case, 

guest hosts are not using the takeover as a sales pitch to promote Penguin or 

their own work but simply sharing a snippet of their personal lives for users to 

enjoy.  

Read about the key qualities of a successful social media takeover with 

examples for each platform in this article: What Does a Successful Social 

Media Takeover Look Like ? | Classy 

This article also provides some insightful reflections on big brand Instagram 

takeovers and specifically what qualities made them so successful: Hands 

Down, THE Best Instagram Takeovers (and why they worked) — The Shelf 

Full-Funnel Influencer Marketing 

For a similar breakdown of the key steps to running a takeover with examples, 

read this article by Hootsuite: How to Host a Successful Instagram Takeover in 

7 Easy Steps 

You can also take a look at this step-by-step guide from Sprout Social: How to 

Run a Social Media Takeover from Start to Finish 

 

https://www.instagram.com/stories/highlights/17959010764336073/
https://www.classy.org/blog/social-media-takeover-success/
https://www.classy.org/blog/social-media-takeover-success/
https://www.theshelf.com/the-blog/instagram-takeovers
https://www.theshelf.com/the-blog/instagram-takeovers
https://www.theshelf.com/the-blog/instagram-takeovers
https://blog.hootsuite.com/instagram-takeover/
https://blog.hootsuite.com/instagram-takeover/
https://sproutsocial.com/insights/social-media-takeovers/
https://sproutsocial.com/insights/social-media-takeovers/
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Appendix: How to Guest Host a Twitter Takeover for CMP 

As mentioned above, CMP generally contact guest hosts a few days in 

advance of a takeover outlining all our expectations and requirements in one 

place - particularly specific hashtags, handles or trackable links we would like 

the guest host to use. I have included a template of this guidance for a Twitter 

Q&A takeover in this appendix as a reference for those interested. 

 

The CMP log-in details are: 

Username: [---] 

Password: [---] 

 

The questions we settled on are: 

Q1. [---] 

Q2. [---] 

Q3. [---] 

Q4. [---] 

 

Here's a run-down of what we usually ask for on takeovers: 

1. Please log in to the CMP Twitter account in advance and be ready to 
begin promptly at [--TIME--]. 

2. On the hour, start off the takeover with an introductory tweet of who 
you are and that you are looking forward to hosting the discussion; 
preferably with your picture attached! 

3. Tweet out the first question straight after your intro, then tweet 
questions 2, 3 and 4 separately every 15 minutes - with any relevant 
pictures/GIFs or links attached! [unless questions have been scheduled 
in advance] 

4. During each of the questions, please like any responses and re-tweet 
and respond to those you’d like to engage with. 

5. At the end of the hour, we ask our guests to share a thank you and 
goodbye tweet. This is also where you can share any relevant 
links/further information you want to highlight that has come up in the 
course of the discussion. 
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6. Don’t feel you need to stay on past [--TIME--] – we will be online to mop 
up any remainder conversations, unless you feel you’d like to stay on a 
little longer and carry on responding! 

7. We do ask if it is possible to follow up your takeover with a short blog on 
your experience if you are happy to, this doesn’t have to be 
straightaway but over the following couple of weeks! 

Please feel free to share any additional information, links or stories and go 

beyond the set questions if you like, we want this to be as dynamic as possible! 

Can we also ask, if you are sharing any additional pictures, to please use the 

ALT text function so that we can make the takeover as accessible as possible.  

If you have any problems or encounter any online abuse on the night, please 

let us know straightaway – the best way to do this is to direct message [--

HANDLE--] on Twitter as we’ll be online and observing throughout! 

 


